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A large body of the literature on automated program repair develops approaches where patches are automatically generated

to be validated against an oracle (e.g., a test suite). Because such an oracle can be imperfect, the generated patches, although

validated by the oracle, may actually be incorrect. While the state of the art explores research directions that require dynamic

information or rely on manually-crafted heuristics, we study the beneit of learning code representations in order to learn

deep features that may encode the properties of patch correctness. Our empirical work investigates diferent representation

learning approaches for code changes to derive embeddings that are amenable to similarity computations of patch correctness

identiication, and assess the possibility of accurate classiication of correct patch by combining learned embeddings with

engineered features. Experimental results demonstrate the potential of learned embeddings to empower Leopard (a patch

correctness predicting framework implemented in this work) with learning algorithms in reasoning about patch correctness:

a machine learning predictor with BERT transformer-based learned embeddings associated with XGBoost achieves an AUC

value of about 0.803 in the prediction of patch correctness on a new dataset of 2,147 labeled patches that we collected for

the experiments. Our investigations show that deep learned embeddings can lead to complementary/better performance

when comparing against the state-of-the-art, PATCH-SIM, which relies on dynamic information. By combining deep learned

embeddings and engineered features, Panther (the upgraded version of Leopard implemented in this work) outperforms

Leopard with higher scores in terms of AUC, +Recall and -Recall, and can accurately identify more (in)correct patches that

cannot be predicted by the classiiers only with learned embeddings or engineered features. Finally, we use an explainable ML

technique, SHAP, to empirically interpret how the learned embeddings and engineered features are contributed to the patch

correctness prediction.
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CCS Concepts: · Software and its engineering→ Software veriication and validation; Software defect analysis; Software

testing and debugging.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Program Repair, Patch Correctness, Distributed Representation Learning, Machine

Learning, Embeddings, Features Combination, Explanation

1 INTRODUCTION

Automatic program repair (APR) [28, 37, 46], the process of ixing software bugs automatically, has gained a huge
momentum with the ever increasing pervasiveness of software. While a few APR techniques try to model program
semantics and synthesize execution constraints towards producing correct-by-construction patches, they often
fail to scale to large programs. Instead, the large majority of APR research [47] focuses on generate-and-validate
approaches where patch candidates are generated and then validated against an oracle.

In the absence of precise program speciications, test suites provide afordable approximations that are widely
used as the oracle in APR. In their seminal work on test-based APR, Weimer et al. [62] consider that a patch
is acceptable as soon as the patched program passes all test cases in the given test suite. Since then, a number
of studies [51, 54] have explored the overitting problem in patch validation: an automatically generated patch
makes the buggy program pass a given test suite and yet it is incorrect w.r.t. the intended program speciication.
Since test suites only weakly approximate program speciications, a patched program can indeed satisfy the
requirements encoded in the test suite yet present a behavior that deviates from what is expected by the developer
but not speciied in the existing test suite.
Overitting patches constitute a key challenge in generate-and-validate APR approaches. Recent studies [18,

21, 22, 33ś36, 38, 53, 59, 63] on APR systems highlight the importance of estimating the correct ratio among the
valid patches that can be found. To improve this ratio of correct patches, researchers explore several directions
which we categorize in three groups depending on when the processing to detect correct patches is applied:
before, during, or after patch generation:

(1) Test-suite augmentation: Yang et al. [70] proposed to generate better test cases to enhance the validation of
patches, while Xin and Reiss [65] opted for increasing test inputs.

(2) Curation of repair operators: approaches such as CapGen [63] demonstrate that carefully-designed repair
operators (e.g., ine-grained ix ingredients) can lead to correct patches.

(3) Post-processing of generated patches: Long and Rinard [39] introduced some heuristics to discard patches
that are likely overitting.

So far, the state-of-the-art works targeting the identiication of patch correctness are based on computing
the similarity of test case execution traces [66], or using machine learning to identify correct patches based on
engineered static code features [71], pre-trained natural language-based embeddings [8], and source code trained
embeddings [57].
This paper. In this work, we extensively study and evaluate how efective are source code embeddings and

engineered features in predicting correct patches. For example, which set of features: engineered or learned
embeddings yield better performance in predicting correct patches? Can a combination of both kinds of feature
achieve higher performance? Our work ills this gap.

This work builds on and extends our previous work [57] in the following manner:

• We examine and compare the efectiveness of code embeddings, engineered features, and their combination
for predicting patch correctness.

• We present an analysis for detecting which kinds of features contribute to the (in)correct prediction of
patch correctness.

ACM Trans. Softw. Eng. Methodol.
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We investigate in this paper the feasibility of leveraging advances in deep representation learning to produce
embeddings for APR-generated patches and their engineered features, that are amenable to reasoning about
correctness.

❶ We investigate diferent representation learning models adapted to natural language tokens and source code
tokens that are more specialized to code changes. Our study considers both pre-trained models and the
retraining of models.

❷ We empirically investigate whether, with learned embeddings, the hypothesis of minimal changes incurred by
correct patches remains valid: experiments are performed to check the statistical diference between similarity
scores yielded by correct patches and those yielded by incorrect patches.

❸ We run exploratory experiments assessing the possibility to select cutof similarity scores between learned
embeddings of buggy code and patched code fragments for heuristically iltering out incorrect patches.

❹ We investigate the discriminative power of learned embeddings in a classiication training pipeline (that we
named Leopard) aimed at learning to predict patch correctness with learned embeddings. We evaluate our and
state of the art approaches by applying a 10-group cross validation in a practical perspective. Comparing against
the state of the art, Leopard is complementary to them, even outperforms them on iltering out incorrect
patches.

❺ We explore the combination of the learned embeddings and the engineered features to improve the performance
on identifying patch correctness with more accurate classiication, and implement an upgraded version of
Leopard, that we named Panther. The exploring examination is supported by our experimental results.

❻ We empirically interpret the cause of prediction behind features and classiiers to help aware the essence of
identifying patch correctness with an explainable ML technique SHAP.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the background of our work, Section 3
introduces our methodology and study design, Sections 4 and 5 cover the experimental results and a discussion,
and Sections 6 and 7 discuss related work and conclude the paper.

2 BACKGROUND

This works leverages learning representation and and machine learning techniques to tackle the problem of
identifying correct patches among incorrect and plausible APR-generated patches. Additionally, we examine the
explainability of ML models used to predict correct patches. The explainability aspect is of high importance to
developers applying APR in their worklow. Therefore, we begin by providing the necessary background of the
four pillars of our work: (i) patch correctness, (ii) representation learning for code, (iii) engineered features for
predicting patch correctness, and (iv) the explainability of ML models using SHAP.

2.1 Patch Plausibility and Correctness

Deining patch correctness is a non-trivial challenge in the APR community. Until the release of empirical
investigations by Smith et al. [54], actual correctness (w.r.t. the intended behavior of program) was seldom used
as a performance criterion of APR systems. Instead, experimental results were focused on the number of patches
that make the program pass all test cases. Such patches are actually only plausible. Qi et al. [51] demonstrated
that an overwhelming majority of plausible patches generated by GenProg [27], RSRepair [50] and AE [61] are
overitting the test suite while actually being incorrect. To improve the practicability of APR systems to generate
correct patches, researchers have mainly invested in strengthening the validation oracle (i.e., the test suites).
Opad [70], DifTGen [65], UnsatGuided [75], PATCH-SIM/TEST-SIM [66] generate new test inputs that trigger
behavior cases which are not addressed by APR-generated patches.

More recent works [8, 71] are starting to investigate static features and heuristics (or machine learning) to build
predictive models of patch correctness. Ye et al. [71] presented the ODS approach which relates to our study since
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it investigated machine learning with static features (i.e., carefully hand-crafted features [71]) extracted from Java
program patches. The study of Csuvik et al. [8] is also closely related to ours since it explores BERT embeddings
to deine similarity thresholds between buggy and patched code. Their work however remains preliminary (it
does not investigate the discriminative power of features) and has been performed at a very small scale (single
pre-trained model on 40 one-line bugs from simple programs).

2.2 Distributed Representation Learning

Learning distributed representations have been widely used to advance several machine learning-based software
engineering tasks [9, 12, 13, 49, 76]. In particular, embedding techniques such as Word2Vec [23], Doc2Vec [23]
and BERT [9] have been successfully applied to diferent semantics-related tasks such as code clone detection [60],
vulnerability detection [48], code recommendation [77], and commit message generation [15].

By building on the hypothesis of code naturalness [1, 14], a number of software engineering research works
have also leveraged the aforementioned approaches for learning distributed representations of code [30, 31].
Alon et al. [2] have then proposed code2vec, an embedding technique that explores AST paths to take into account
structural information in code. More recently, Hoang et al. [15] have proposed CC2Vec, which further specializes
to code changes. Our work explores diferent techniques across the spectrum of distributed representation
learning. We therefore consider four variants from the seemingly-least specialized to code (i.e., Doc2Vec) to the
state of the art for code change representation (i.e., CC2Vec).

Doc2Vec [23] is an unsupervised framework mostly used to learn continuous distributed vector representations
of sentences, paragraphs and documents, regardless of their lengths. It works on the intuition, inspired by the
method of learning word vectors [45], that the document representation should be good enough to predict the
words in the document. Doc2Vec has been applied in various software engineering tasks. For example, Wei
and Li [60] leveraged Doc2Vec to exploit deep lexical and syntactical features for software functional clone
detection. Ndichu et al. [48] employed Doc2Vec to learn code structure representation at AST level to predict
JavaScript-based attacks.
BERT [9] is a language representation model that has been introduced by an AI language team in Google.

BERT is devoted to pre-train deep bidirectional representations from unlabelled texts. Then a pre-trained BERT
model can be ine-tuned to accomplish various natural language processing tasks such as question answering or
language inference. Zhou et al. [77] employed a BERT pre-trained model to extract deep semantic features from
code name information of programs in order to perform code recommendation. Yu et al. [74] even leveraged
BERT on binary code to identify similar binaries.
code2vec [2] is an attention-based neural code embedding model developed to represent code fragments as

continuous distributed vectors, by training on AST paths and code tokens. Its embeddings have notably been
used to predict the semantic properties of code fragments [2], in order, for instance, to predict method names.
Compton et al. [7] recently leveraged code2vec to embed Java classes and learn code structures for the task of
variable naming obfuscation.

CC2Vec [15] is a specialized hierarchical attention neural networkmodel which learns vector representations of
code changes (i.e., patches) guided by the associated commit messages (which is used as a semantic representation
of the patch). As the authors demonstrated in their large empirical evaluation, CC2Vec presents promising
performance on commit message generation, bug ixing patch identiication, and just-in-time defect prediction.

2.3 Engineered Features

Engineered features are carefully designed and selected features which represent and capture important properties
of the underlying data. In APR, one possibility is to statically extract those features from the abstract syntax tree
(AST) of the buggy code, the AST of the patched path and the related AST edit scripts as proposed by ODS [71].

ACM Trans. Softw. Eng. Methodol.
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Fig. 1. Overview of Panther.

ODS extract three kinds of features to detect correct patches: (i) Code description features, e.g., kinds of speciic
operators in patch code and kinds of statements, (ii) Repair pattern features, whether the repair code has speciic
patterns according to [41], and (iii) Contextual syntactic features, e.g., the types of faulty statements and the
types of their surrounding statements. Using these engineered features, ODS trains a series of machine learning
classiiers to predict patch correctness. The experimental evaluation on 713 patches shows that ODS can ilter
out 57% of overitting patches and exhibits competitive results when compare with state of the art. We adopt
ODS engineered features to conduct our study. Because ODS can not steadily generate all the originally designed
engineered features in their research for our patches, we consider to mainly use, in our study, two kinds of
engineered features generated by ODS1: (1) Prophet features (i.e., the re-implementation of Long et al.s’ work [39])
and (2) the repair pattern (the related operations of transforming the buggy code to patched code).

2.4 SHAP - SHapley Additive exPlanations

SHAP is a uniied framework proposed by Lundberg et al. [40] to interpret the output of machine learning
models. It connects optimal credit allocation with local explanations using the classic Shapley values from the
game theory and their related extensions, thus can provide the importance of each feature for certain particular
prediction. Through SHAP, the positive and negative efect of features on prediction can be generated, which
allow practitioners to understand which behaviors lead to the (in)correct prediction. Besides, SHAP provides the
interaction analysis between features to explore how diferent features are complementary to each other.

3 METHODOLOGY

In this section, we irst present the methodology of our study and then we introduce the research questions that
we aim to answer using the proposed methodology.

Overall, our goal is to study the efectiveness of diferent representations of APR-generated patches and codes
for the task of predicting which patches are correct. We irst investigate a widespread hypothesis that a patch

1We have received the conirmation from the authors about this bug and the efectiveness of these two kinds of features.
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incurring minimal changes is more likely to be correct. To quantify the patch changes, we exploit diferent code
representation learning methods that leverage deep learning techniques to learn features for code. We adapt
them to generate the vectors of buggy code and patched code as well as compute the similarity value of vectors.
Based on the similarity distribution, we experimentally ilter out incorrect APR-generated patches by relying on
naively-deined thresholds.

In the view of learning representation reveals the properties of code related to patch correctness, we propose to
further identify patch by training classiiers (learners) on the representation vector of a patch. Figure 1 provides
an overview of such a pipeline and its variants. To represent patches in a format suitable for learning algorithms,
we use the aforementioned representation learning methods to generate vectors for buggy code and patched
code. Afterwards, we cross the vectors by applying subtraction, multiplication, cosine similarity and euclidean
similarity to obtain the deep learned feature of the patches. The resulting patch embedding has 2*n+2 dimensions
where n is the dimension of input code fragment embeddings. The values of the dimension n for BERT, Doc2Vec
and CC2Vec are set as 1024, 64 and 64, respectively. On the other hand, we also exploit the manually engineered
features that are extracted from the given data, the patch in our case, and aim to capture speciic information
that is thought to be relevant to the patch correctness. The dimension m for ODS is 195.

Learned and engineered features represent a patch from diferent perspectives. To improve the identiication
performance of patch correctness, we further propose three methods (Ensemble learning, Naïve Vector Concatena-
tion, and Deep Combination.) to combine the two features for obtaining the informative representation of a patch.
After obtaining a vector that represents a given patch, diferent machine learning algorithms such as random
forest or a deep neural network (DNN) are trained as classiiers that distinguish correct from incorrect APR
patches. In the end, we provide the SHAP explanation of the features and interaction of diferent features that
contribute to the patch correctness prediction. Our study follows the four parts below:

(1) The empirical study of a hypothesis in iltering out incorrect patches (RQs 1 to 2),
(2) The efectiveness ofmachine and deep learning based classiiers with learned representations and engineered

features in predicting patch correctness (RQ 3),
(3) The efectiveness of combining learned representations with engineered features in predicting patch

correctness (RQ 4), and
(4) The contribution of features in predicting patch correctness (RQ 5).

In the following, we present the details of each research question.

3.1 Research uestions

RQ-1: Do diferent representation learning models yield comparable distributions of similarity values between
buggy code and patched code? A widespread hypothesis in program repair is that bug ixing generally
induce minimal changes [4, 5, 17, 18, 32, 34, 35, 44, 62, 63, 67]. We propose to investigate whether learned
embeddings can be a reliable means for assessing the extent of changes through computation of cosine
similarity between vector representations.

RQ-2: To what extent similarity distributions can be generalized for inferring a cutof value to ilter out incorrect
patches? Following up on RQ1, we propose in this research question to experiment ranking patches based
on cosine similarity of their vector representations, and rely on naively-deined similarity thresholds to
decide on iltering of incorrect patches.

RQ-3: Can we learn to identify patch correctness by training predictors with learned embeddings of code input?
We investigate whether deep learned features (i.e., learned embeddings) are indeed relevant for building
machine learning predictors for patch correctness. In particular we assess whether such a predictor built
with static features can provide comparable performance with dynamic approaches, such as PATCH-SIM,
which leverage execution behaviour information. We also compare the performance yielded when using

ACM Trans. Softw. Eng. Methodol.
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deep learned features against the performance yielded when using the engineered features in the state of
the art.

RQ-4: Can the combination of learned embeddings and engineered features achieve optimum performance for
predicting patch correctness?We investigate the possibility of ensuring high accuracy in patch correctness
identiication by combining diferent representations of patches.

RQ-5: Which features are most useful for predicting patch correctness? We leverage SHAP explanation models to
provide an interpretation of the contribution of diferent features to the predictions.

3.2 Datasets

We collect patch datasets by building on previous eforts in the community. An initial dataset of correct patches
is collected by using ive literature benchmarks, namely Bugs.jar [52], Bears [42], Defects4J [19], QuixBugs [29]
and ManySStuBs4J [20]. These are human-written patches as committed by developers in open-source project
repositories.
We also consider patches generated by APR tools integrated into the RepairThemAll framework. We use

all patch samples released by Durieux et al. [11]. This only includes sample patches that make the programs pass
all test cases. They are thus plausible. However, no validation information on correctness was given. In this work,
we proceed to manually validate the generated patches, among which we identiied 900 correct patches. The
correctness validation follows the criteria deined by Liu et al. [38]. In a recent study on the eiciency of program
repair, Liu et al. [38] released a labeled dataset of patches generated by 16 APR systems for the Defects4J bugs.
We consider this dataset as well as the labeled dataset that was used to evaluate the PATCH-SIM [66] approach.

Overall, Table 1 summarizes the data sets that we used for our experiments. Each experiment in Section 4 has
speciic requirements on the data (e.g., large patch sets for training models, labeled datasets for benchmarking
classiiers, etc.). For each experiment, we will recall which sub-dataset has been leveraged and why.

Table 1. Datasets of Java patches used in our experiments.

Subjects contains incorrect patches contains correct patches labelled dataset # Patches

Bears [42] No Yes - 251

Bugs.jar [52] No Yes - 1,158

Defects4J [19]† No Yes - 864

ManySStubBs4J [20] No Yes - 34,051

QuixBugs [29] No Yes - 40

RepairThemAll [11] Yes Yes No‡ 64,293

Liu et al. [38] Yes Yes Yes 1,245

Xiong et al. [66] Yes Yes Yes 139

Total 102,041

†The latest version 2.0.0 of Defects4J2is considered in this study.
‡The patches are not labeled in [11]. We support the labeling efort in this study by comparing the generated

patches against the developers’ patches. The 2,918 patches for IntroClassJava in [11] are also excluded from

our study since IntroClassJava is a lab-built Java benchmark transformed from the C program bugs in small

student-written programming assignments from IntroClass [26].

2https://github.com/rjust/defects4j/releases/tag/v2.0.0
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--- source/org/jfree/chart/renderer/category/AbstractCategoryItemRenderer.java

+++ source/org/jfree/chart/renderer/category/AbstractCategoryItemRenderer.java

@@ -1795,6 +1795,6 @@ public abstract class AbstractCategoryItemRenderer

int index = this.plot.getIndexOf(this);

CategoryDataset dataset = this.plot.getDataset(index);

- if (dataset != null) {

+ if (dataset == null) {

return result;

}

Fig. 2. Example of a patch for the Defects4J bug Chart-1.

1: a/source/org/jfree/chart/renderer/category/AbstractCategoryItemRenderer.java

2: int index = this.plot.getIndexOf(this);

3: CategoryDataset dataset = this.plot.getDataset(index);

4: if (dataset != null) {

5: return result;

6: }

Fig. 3. Buggy code fragment associated to patch in Fig. 2.

1: b/source/org/jfree/chart/renderer/category/AbstractCategoryItemRenderer.java

2: int index = this.plot.getIndexOf(this);

3: CategoryDataset dataset = this.plot.getDataset(index);

4: if (dataset == null) {

5: return result;

6: }

Fig. 4. Patched code fragment associated to patch in Fig. 2.

3.3 Model Input Pre-processing

Samples in our datasets are patches such as the one presented in Figure 2 extracted from the Defects4J dataset.
Our investigations with representation learning however require input data about the buggy and patched code. A
straightforward approach to derive those inputs would be to consider the code iles before and after the patch.
Unfortunately, depending on the size of the code ile, the diferences could be too minimal to be captured by any
similarity measurement. To that end, we propose to focus on the code fragment that appears in the patch. Thus,
to represent the buggy code fragment (cf. Figure 3) from the initial patch in Figure 2, we keep all removed lines
(i.e., starting with ‘-’) as well as the patch context lines (the code that has not been modiied, i.e., those lines not
starting with either ‘-’, ‘+’ or ‘@’). Similarly, the patched code fragment (cf. Figure 4) is represented by added
lines (i.e., starting with ‘+’) as well as the same context lines. Since tool support for the representation learning
techniques BERT, Doc2Vec, and CC2Vec require each input sample to be on a single line, we latten multi-line
code fragments into a single line.

In contrast to BERT, Doc2Vec, and CC2Vec, which can take as input some syntax-incomplete code fragments,
code2vec requires the fragment to be fully parsable in order to extract information on Abstract Syntax Tree paths.
Since patch datasets include only text-based difs, code context is generally truncated and is likely not parsable.
However, as just explained, we opt to consider only the removed/added lines to build the buggy and patched
code input data. By doing so, we substantially improved the success rate of the JavaExtractor3 tool used to build
the tokens in the code2vec pipeline.

3https://github.com/tech-srl/code2vec/tree/master/JavaExtractor
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3.4 Embedding Models Setup

When representation learning algorithms are applied to some training data, they produce embedding models that
have learned to map a set of code tokens in the vocabulary of the training data to vectors of numerical values.
These vectors are also referred to as learned embeddings. Figure 5 illustrates the process of embedding buggy
code and patched code for the purpose of our experiments. Considering that the pre-trained embedding models
require huge resources (e.g. BERT has 340M parameters to be trained) to ine-tune for our classiication task,
we resort to directly leverage the pre-trained models to embed the patches, and train the classiiers separately.
We propose to use four baseline embedding models from the literature to explore our proposed hypothesis. We
consider a variety of models trained on, and targeting, diferent artifact types (natural language, structured code,
code changes).

patch

Code representation

buggy code

patched code

buggy code 
vector

patched code 
vector

Bert, Doc2Vec or Code2Vec
embedding model

Preprocessing
Fig. 5. Producing code fragment learned embeddings with BERT, Doc2Vec and code2vec.

• BERT. In the irst scenario, we consider an embedding model that initially targets natural language data, both
in terms of the learning algorithm and in terms of training data. We thus select BERT, one of the state of the
art models, for the evaluation of our hypothesis. The network structure of BERT, however, is deep, meaning
that it requires large datasets for training the embedding model. As is now customary in the literature, we
instead leverage a pre-trained 24-layer BERT model, which was trained on a Wikipedia corpus.

• Doc2Vec. In the second scenario, we consider an embedding model that is trained on code data but using a
representation learning technique that was developed for text data. Doc2Vec represents documents as a vector
by generalizing the basic model word2vec. The code snippets of patches are able to be seen as documents.
Therefore, we have trained the Doc2Vec model with code data of 36,364 patches from the 5 repair benchmarks
(Bears, Bugs.jar, etc., cf. Table 1).

• code2vec. In the third scenario, we consider an embedding model that primarily targets code, both in terms of
the learning algorithm and in terms of training data. Code2vec was speciically developed for programming
languages and trained on a dataset of 14M methods. On the other hand, CodeBert [13] was trained both on
programming and natural language. We thus use in this case a pre-trained model of code2vec, which was
trained by the authors using ~14 million code examples from Java projects.

• CC2Vec. Finally, in the fourth scenario, we consider an embedding model that was built in representation
learning experiments for code changes. CC2Vec [15] models the hierarchical structure of the code change and
has been applied to the task of patch identiication. However, the pre-trained model that we leveraged from the

ACM Trans. Softw. Eng. Methodol.
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Fig. 6. Extracting code fragment learned embeddings from CC2Vec pre-trained model.

work of Hoang et al. is embedding each patch into a single vector. We investigate the layers and identify the
middle CNN-3D layer as the sweet spot to extract embeddings for buggy code and patched code fragments.
Figure 6 illustrates the process.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We irst introduce the metrics used in the experiments. Then, we present the experiments that we designed to
answer the research questions of our study. For each experiment, we state the objective, overview the execution
details, and present the results.
Our objective is to measure the ability of the approaches in terms of recalling correct patches while iltering

out incorrect patches. Thus, we follow the deinitions of Recall proposed by Tian et al. for the evaluation of their
BATS [56] systems:

• +Recall measures to what extent correct patches are identiied, i.e., the percentage of correct patches that
are identiied from all correct patches.

• -Recall measures to what extent incorrect patches are iltered out, i.e., the percentage of incorrect patches
that are iltered out from all incorrect patches.

+ ������ =
��

�� + ��
(1) − ������ =

��

�� + ��
(2)

where �� represents true positive, �� represents false negative, �� represents false positive, �� represents true
negative.
Accuracy and Precision. The ratio of positive and negative samples of our dataset is balanced (1.3:1). We

thus use accuracy and precision to evaluate the performance of the approaches in classifying the patches.
Area Under Curve (AUC) and F1-measure. We train a few machine and deep learning-based classiiers to

identify the patch correctness. Therefore, we use two commonly used metrics for evaluating overall performance
of the classiiers: AUC and F1 score (harmonic mean between precision and recall for identifying correct patches).

4.1 [RQ-1: Similarity Measurements for Buggy and Patched Code using Embeddings]

Objective: We investigate the capability of diferent learned embeddings to capture the (dis)similarity between
buggy code fragments and the (in)correctly-patched ones. The experiments are performed towards providing
answers for two sub-questions:

• RQ-1.1 Is correctly-patched code actually similar to buggy code based on learned embeddings?
• RQ-1.2 To what extent is buggy code more similar to correctly-patched code than to incorrectly-patched code?

ACM Trans. Softw. Eng. Methodol.
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Table 2. Datasets used for assessing the similarity between buggy code and correctly-patched code.

Bears Bugs.jar Defects4J ManySStuBs4J QuixBugs Total

# Patches 251 1,158 864 34,051 40 36,3644

Experimental Design for RQ-1.1: Using the four embedding models considered in our study (cf. Section 3.4),
we produce the learned embeddings for buggy and patched code fragments associated to 36k patches from
ive repair benchmarks shown in Table 2. In this case, the patched code fragment is the correctly-patched code
fragment since it comes from labeled benchmark data (generally representing human-written patches). Given
those learned embeddings (i.e., deep learned representation vectors of code), we compute the cosine similarity
between the vectors representing the buggy and correctly-patched code fragments.
Results for RQ-1.1: Figure 7 presents the boxplots of the similarity distributions with diferent embedding

models and for samples in diferent datasets. Doc2Vec and code2vec models appear to yield similarity values that
are lower than BERT and CC2Vec models.

Model
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Doc2Vec
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Fig. 7. Distributions of similarity scores between correctly-patched code fragments and buggy ones.

Figure 8 zooms in the boxplot region for each embedding model experiment to overview the diferences across
diferent benchmark data. We obverse that, when embedding the patches with BERT, the similarity distribution
for the patches in Defects4J dataset is similar to Bugs.jar and Bears dataset, but is diferent from the dataset
ManySStBs4J and QuixBugs. The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) tests [43, 64] conirm that the similarity of
median scores for Defects4J, Bugs.jar and Bears is indeed statistically signiicant. MWW tests further conirms
the statistical signiicance of the diference between Defects4J and ManySStBs4J/QuixBugs scores.
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Fig. 8. Zoomed views of the distributions of similarity scores between correct and buggy code fragments.

4Due to parsing failures, code2vec learned embeddings are available for 21,135 patches.
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Table 3. Scenarios for similarity distributions comparison.

Scenario Incorrect patches Correct patches

Imbalanced-all5 674 incorrect patches
by 16 APR tools [38]
for 184 Defects4J bugs.

36,364 correct patches from 5 benchmarks in Table 2.
Imbalanced-Defects4J 864 correct patches from Defects4J.
Balanced-Defects4J 184 correct patches for the 184 Defects4J bugs.

Defects4J, Bugs.jar and Bears include diverse human-written patches for a large spectrum of bugs from real-
world open-source Java projects. In contrast, ManySStuBs4J only contains patches for single statement bugs.
Quixbugs dataset is further limited by its size and the fact that the patches are built by simply mutating the code
of small Java implementation of 40 algorithms (e.g., quicksort, levenshtein, etc.).
While CC2Vec and Doc2Vec exhibit roughly similar performance patterns with BERT (although at diferent

scales), the experimental results with code2vec present diferent patterns across datasets. Note that, due to parsing
failures of code2vec, we eventually considered only 118 Bears patches, 123 Bugs.jar patches, 46 Defects4J patches,
20,840 ManySStuBs4J patches and 8 QuixBugs. The change of dataset size could explain the diference with the
other embedding models.

✍ RQ-1.1 ▶ learned embeddings of buggy and correctly-patched code fragments exhibit high cosine similarity
scores. Median scores are similar for patches that are collected with similar heuristics (e.g., in-the-wild patches vs
single-line patches vs debugging example patches). The pre-trained BERT natural language model captures more
similarity variations than the CC2Vec model, which is specialized for code changes.◀

Experimental Design for RQ-1.2: To compare the similarity scores of correctly-patched code fragment vs
incorrectly-patched code fragment to the buggy one, we consider combining datasets with correct patches and
datasets with incorrect patches. Note that, all patches in our experiments are plausible since we are focused
on correctness: plausibility is straightforward to decide based on test suites. Correct patches are provided in
benchmarks. However, all the benchmarks in our study do not contain incorrect patches. Therefore, we rely on
the dataset released by Liu et al. [38]: 674 plausible but incorrect patches generated by 16 repair tools for 184
Defects4J bugs are considered from this dataset. Those 674 incorrect patches are selected within a larger set of
incorrect patches by adding the constraint that the incorrect patch should be changed the same code location as
the developer-provided patch in the benchmark: such incorrect patch cases may indeed be the most challenging
to identify with heuristics.

We consider three scenarios to select correct patches for the comparison of the similarity scores. (1) Imbalanced-
all, a quick intuition is that we compare the 674 incorrect patches against all correct patches from 5 benchmarks.
(2) Imbalanced-Defects4J, we only use the correct patches from Defects4J. We design the second scenario because
the correct patches from other benchmarks may create a sample bias. (3) Balanced-Defects4J, we use the correct
patches for the 184 Defects4J bugs that the 674 incorrect patches target. In this scenario, incorrect and correct sets
have the same number of patches. We design this to avoid the underlying bias of imbalanced sets. The comparison
is done with diferent scenarios speciied in Table 3.

Results for RQ-1.2: In this experiment, we further assess whether incorrectly-patched code exhibits diferent
similarity score distributions than correctly-patched code. Figure 9 shows the distributions of cosine similarity
scores for correct patches (i.e., similarity between buggy code fragments and correctly-patched ones) and incorrect
patches (i.e., similarity between buggy code fragments and incorrectly-patched ones). The comparison is done
with diferent scenarios speciied in Table 3.

The comparisons do not include the case of learned embeddings for code2vec. Indeed, unlike the previous
experiment where code2vec was able to parse enough code fragments, for the considered 184 correct patches

5Except for Defects4J, there are no publicly-released incorrect patches for APR datasets.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of similarity score distributions for code fragments in incorrect and correct patches.

of Defects4J, code2vec failed to parse most of the relevant code fragments. Hence, we focus the comparison
on the other three embedding models (pre-trained BERT, trained Doc2Vec and pre-trained CC2Vec). Overall,
we observe that the distribution of cosine similarity scores is substantially diferent for correctly-patched and
incorrectly-patched code fragments.
We observe that the similarity distributions of buggy code and patched code from incorrect patches are

signiicantly diferent from the similarities for correct patches. The diference of median values is conirmed
to be statistically signiicant by an MWW test. Note that the diference remains high for BERT, Doc2Vec and
CC2Vec whether the correctly-patched code is the counterpart of the incorrectly-patched ones (i.e., the scenario
of Balanced-Defects4J) or whether the correctly-patched code is from a larger dataset (i.e., Imbalanced-Defects4J
scenarios). As for the comparison with the dataset of Imbalanced-all, the heuristic remains valid but note it may
be afected by other benchmarks, i.e., the diferent bugs caused the results.

✍ RQ-1.2 ▶ learned embeddings of code fragments with BERT, CC2Vec and Doc2Vec yield similarity scores that,
given a buggy code, substantially difer between correctly-patched code and incorrectly-patched one. This result
suggests that similarity score can be leveraged to discriminate correct patches from incorrect patches.◀

4.2 [RQ-2: Filtering of Incorrect Patches based on Similarity Thresholds]

Objective: Following up on the indings related to the irst research question, we investigate the selection
of cut-of similarity scores to decide on which APR-generated patches are likely incorrect. Results from this
investigation will provide insights to guide the exploitation of code learned embeddings in program repair
pipelines.

Experimental Design: To select threshold values, we consider the distributions of similarity scores from the
above experiments (cf. Section 4.1). Table 4 summarizes relevant statistics on the distributions on the similarity
scores distribution for correct patches. Given the diferences that were exhibited with incorrect patches in previous
experiments, we use, for example, the 1�� quartile value as an inferred threshold value.
Given our previous indings that diferent datasets exhibit diferent similarity score distributions, we also

consider inferring a speciic threshold for the QuixBugs dataset (cf. statistics in Table 5).
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Table 4. Statistics on the distributions of similarity scores for correct patches of Bears+Bugs.jar+Defects4J.

Subjects Min. 1st Qu. Median 3rd Qu. Max. Mean

BERT 90.84 99.47 99.73 99.86 100 99.54

CC2Vec 99.36 99.91 99.95 99.98 100 99.93
Doc2Vec 28.49 85.80 92.60 96.10 99.89 89.19
code2vec 2.64 81.19 93.63 98.87 100 87.11

Table 5. Statistics on the distributions of similarity scores for correct patches of uixBugs.

Subjects Min. 1st Qu. Median 3rd Qu. Max. Mean

BERT 95.63 99.69 99.89 99.95 99.97 99.66
CC2Vec 99.60 99.94 99.99 100 100 99.95
Doc2Vec 55.51 89.56 96.65 97.90 99.72 91.29
code2vec 81.16 98. 53 100 100 100 97.06

Table 6. Filtering incorrect patches by generalizing thresholds inferred from Section 4.1.Results.

Dataset Bears, Bugs.jar and Defects4J QuixBugs

# Correct Patches 893 7

# Incorrect Patches 61,932 1,461

Model/Metric/Threshold 1st Qu. Mean 1st Qu. Mean

# +CP 57 49 4 4
# -IP 48,846 51,783 1,387 1,378

+Recall 6.4% 5.5% 57.1% 57.1%
BERT

-Recall 78.9% 83.6% 94.9% 94.3%

# +CP 797 789 4 4
# -IP 19,499 23,738 1,198 1,255

+Recall 89.2% 88.4% 57.1% 57.1%
CC2Vec

-Recall 31.5% 38.3% 82.0% 85.9%

# +CP 794 771 7 7
# -IP 25,192 33,218 1,226 1,270
+Recall 88.9% 86.3% 100% 100%

Doc2Vec

-Recall 40.7% 53.6% 83.9% 86.9%

ł# +CPž means the number of correct patches that can be ranked upon the threshold, while ł# -IPž means the number of

incorrect patches that can be iltered out by the threshold. ł+Recallž and ł-Recallž represent the recall of identifying correct

patches and iltering out incorrect patches, respectively.

Our test data is constituted of 64,293 patches generated by 11APR tools in the empirical study of Durieux et al. [11].
First, we use the four embedding models to generate learned embeddings of buggy code and patched code frag-
ments and compute cosine similarity scores. Second, for each bug, we rank all generated patches based on the
similarity scores between the patched code and the buggy one, where we consider that the higher the score, the
more likely the correctness. Finally, to ilter incorrect candidates, we consider two experiments:

(1) Patches that lead to similarity scores that are lower to the inferred threshold (i.e., 1�� quartile in previous
experimental data) will be considered as incorrect. Patches where patched code exhibit higher similarity
scores than the threshold are considered correct.

(2) Another approach is to consider only the top-1 patches with the highest similarity scores as correct patches.
Other patches are considered incorrect.
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In all cases, we systematically validate the correctness of all 64,293 patches to have the correctness labels, for
which the dataset authors did not provide (all plausible patches having been considered as valid). First, if the ile(s)
modiied by a patch are not the same buggy iles in the benchmark, we systematically consider it as incorrect:
with this simple scheme, 33,489 patches are found incorrect. Second, with the same ile, if the patch is not making
changes at the same code locations, we consider it to be incorrect: 26,386 patches are further tagged as incorrect
with this decision (cf. Threats to validity in Section 5). Finally, for the remaining 4,418 plausible patches in the
dataset, we manually validate correctness by following the strict criteria enumerated by Liu et al. [38] to enable
reproducibility. Overall, we could label 900 correct patches. The remainders are considered as incorrect.
Results: By considering the patch with the highest (top-1) similarity score between the patched code and

buggy code as correct, we were able to identify a correct patch for 10% (with BERT), 9% (with CC2Vec) and 10%
(with Doc2Vec) of the bug cases. Overall we also misclassiied 96% correct patches as incorrect. However, only
1.5% of incorrect patches were misclassiied as correct patches.

Given that a given bug can be ixed with several correct patches, the top-1 criterion may not be adequate.
Furthermore, this criterion makes the assumption that a correct patch indeed exists among the patch candidates.
By using iltering thresholds inferred from previous experiments (which do not include the test dataset in this
experiment), we can attempt to ilter all incorrect patches generated by APR tools. Filtering results presented in
Table 6 show the recall scores that can be reached. We provide experimental results when we use 1�� quartile
and Mean values of similarity scores in the łtrainingž set as threshold values. The thresholds are also applied by
taking into account the datasets: thresholds learned on QuixBugs benchmark are applied to generated patches
for QuixBugs bugs.

✍ RQ-2 ▶Building on cosine similarity scores, code fragment learned embeddings can help to ilter out between
31.5% with CC2Vec and 94.9% with BERT of incorrect patches. While BERT achieves the highest recall of iltering
incorrect patches, it produces learned embeddings that lead to a lower recall (at 5.5%) at identifying correct
patches.◀

4.3 [RQ-3: Classification of Correct Patches with Supervised Learning]

Objective: Cosine similarity between learned embeddings (which was used in the previous experiments)
considers every deep learned feature as having the same weight as the others in the embedding vector. We
investigate the feasibility to infer, using machine learning, the weights that diferent features may present with
respect to patch correctness. To this end, we build a patch correctness prediction framework, Leopard (LEarn tO
Predict pAtch coRrectness with embeDdings), with the embedding models and machine learning algorithms.
We compare the prediction evaluation results of Leopard with the achievements of related approaches in the
literature. The experiments are performed towards providing insights for the three sub-questions:

• RQ-3.1 Can Leopard learn to predict patch correctness by training classiiers based on the learned embeddings
of code ?

• RQ-3.2 Can Leopard be as reliable as a dynamic state-of-the-art approach such as PATCH-SIM in the patch
correctness identiication task?

• RQ-3.3 To what extent learned embeddings of Leopard are providing diferent prediction results than the
engineered features?

Experimental Design for RQ-3.1: To perform our machine learning experiments, we irst require a ground-
truth dataset. To that end, we rely on labeled datasets in the literature. Since incorrect patches generated by
APR tools are only available for the Defects4J bugs, we focus on labeled patches provided by three independent
teams (Liu et al. [38], Ye et al. [73] and Xiong et al. [66]) and other patches generated by APR tools. Very few
patches generated by the diferent tools are actually labeled as correct, which leads to an imbalanced dataset.
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To reduce the imbalance issue, we supplement the dataset with developer (correct) patches as supplied in the
Defects4J benchmark. Note that one developer patch could include multiple ixing hunks for diferent iles, but
the extraction of engineered features only work on the patches with respect to changing single ile. Thus, we
split such patches into sub patches by their changed iles to ensure that one sub patch is only involved with one
code ile. In total, we collect 2,687 patches. After removing duplicates, 2,244 patches are remained. 97 patches are
failed to obtain their engineered feature. Eventually, the ground-truth dataset is built with 2,147 patches, shown
in Table 7.

Table 7. Dataset for evaluating ML-based predictors of patch correctness.

Correct patches Incorrect patches Total

Liu et al. [38] 94 366 460
Ye et al. [73] 242 452 694
Xiong et al. [66] 30 109 139
Defects4J (developers) [19] 969 0 969
Other APR tools 263 162 425

Dataset 1,598 1,089 2,687
Dataset (deduplicated) 1,288 956 2,244

Dataset (inal, with available features) 1,199 948 2,147

Our ground truth dataset patches are then fed to our embedding models in Leopard to produce embedding
vectors. As for previous experiments, the parsability of Defects4J patch code fragments prevented the application
of code2vec: Leopard uses pre-trained models of BERT (trained with natural language text) and CC2Vec (trained
with code changes) as well as a retrained model of Doc2Vec (trained with patches). Since the representation
learning models are applied to code fragments inferred from patches (and not to the patch themselves), Leopard
collects the embeddings of both buggy code fragment and patched code fragment for each patch. Then Leopard

must merge these vectors back into a single input vector for the classiication algorithm. We follow an approach
that was demonstrated by Hoang et al. [15] in a recent work on bug ix patch prediction: the classiication model
performs best when features of patched code fragment and buggy code fragment are crossed together.

At irst, and following related works in the literature, we used a 10-fold cross validation scheme to evaluate and
compare our approach against the state of the art. However, we found that, with this scheme, a patch set generated
for the same bug can be split into both the training and testing sets. Such a scenario is actually unrealistic (and
biased) since we should not train the model with some labeled patches of a bug that we intend to repair (test set).
To address this bias, we propose instead a 10-group cross validation scheme: First, we randomly distribute all
bugs into 10 groups. Every group contains unique bugs and their associated patches. Then, we use 9 groups as
train data and the remaining group as the test data. Finally, we repeat the selection of train and test groups for
ten rounds and obtain the average score of the metrics.

Results for RQ-3.1:We compare the performance of diferent embedding models using diferent classiication
algorithms. Table 8 presents the results with 10-group cross validation setup. All classical metrics used for
assessing predictors are reported: Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1-Measure, Area Under Curve (AUC). XGBoost
applied to BERT embeddings yields the best performance on the most of metrics (e.g. AUC with 0.803 and
F1-measure with 0.765), while DNN achieves the best performance on precision of 0.744.

Our previous work [57] was conducted through a 5-fold cross validation. To evaluate performance change of
the approach on the new augmented dataset, we re-conduct a 5-fold cross validation experiment. The results
show that after increasing the number of training examples (1,147 more patches), the performance of the decision
tree, logistic regression and naive bayes classiiers are improved. For instance, applying the three classiiers with
BERT embeddings, their accuracy, precision, recall and F1-measure are improved with 3 to 23.6 points (except
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Table 8. Evaluation of learned embeddings on six ML classifiers in Leopard.

Learner Embedding Accuracy Precision Recall F1-measure AUC

Decision Trees
BERT 62.1 64.7 70.8 67.6 0.611
CC2Vec 58.0 61.7 65.5 63.5 0.572
Doc2Vec 58.7 62.0 67.6 64.6 0.576

Logistic regression
BERT 72.2 73.5 78.7 76.0 0.796
CC2Vec 61.8 64.8 68.9 66.8 0.679
Doc2Vec 65.8 66.6 77.7 71.7 0.717

Naive bayes
BERT 66.5 72.5 57.6 65.7 0.726
CC2Vec 57.6 70.1 31.9 45.7 0.670
Doc2Vec 55.9 63.0 51.0 56.4 0.610

Random forest
BERT 69.4 68.3 77.9 75.5 0.793
CC2Vec 62.1 63.9 74.1 68.6 0.705
Doc2Vec 64.9 63.5 87.6 73.6 0.705

XGBoost
BERT 71.8 71.6 82.1 76.5 0.803
CC2Vec 65.3 66.4 76.6 71.1 0.729
Doc2Vec 63.2 63.5 80.2 70.8 0.693

DNN
BERT 70.3 74.4 71.3 72.8 0.767
CC2Vec 51.8 55.5 69.0 61.6 0.503
Doc2Vec 63.2 64.7 75.1 69.5 0.679

the recall of Naive bayes + BERT embedding is decreased). Their AUC values are increased with 0.067, 0.06,
0.126, respectively. These results provide us the possibility of evolving the patch identiication through datasets
augmentation. Note that, for the following experiment, we proceed to focus on using 10-group cross validation
because of its efectiveness for evaluating the approaches in practice.

✍ RQ3.1 ▶ Tree-based boosting classiiers (Random forest and XGBoost) and Deep learning classiier (DNN)
with BERT embeddings yield the promising performance on predicting the patch correctness for APR tools (e.g.,
F1-measure at 76.5% and AUC at 80.3%).◀

Experimental Design for RQ-3.2: PATCH-SIM [66] is the state-of-the-art work on predicting the patch
correctness for APR tools. It is a dynamic-based approach, which generates execution traces of patched programs
with new generated tests, and compares the execution traces across test cases to assess the correctness of
APR-generated patches. We propose to apply PATCH-SIM to our collected patches (cf. Table 7). Unfortunately,
PATCH-SIM is implemented to run on Defects4J-v1.2.06. Therefore, it failed to process 476 patches generated for
some bugs (e.g., JSoup bugs) in the latest version of Defects4J (i.e., Defects4J-v2.0.0). Furthermore, even when
PATCH-SIM can run, we observe that it does not yield any prediction output for 1,022 patches7. Eventually, we
were able to assess the performance of PATCH-SIM on 649 patches. To avoid a potential bias in comparisons, we
also conduct the ML-based classiication experiments for Leopard on the 649 patches.
Results for RQ-3.2: Table 9 provides the comparing results on predicting patch correctness. In terms of

Recall, PATCH-SIM achieved 78.9% that is a bit higher than the BERT embedding + Random forest of Leopard,
which demonstrates its ability of recalling correct patch from plausible patches as reported in [66] by its authors.
However, the accuracy, precision and AUC measurements are just 38.8%, 24.7% and 52.8%, respectively. These

6https://github.com/rjust/defects4j/releases/tag/v1.2.0
7We have reported the issue to the authors but have not yet been made aware of any solution to address it. Note that in their original paper

the authors transparently informed readers that the tool indeed is sensitive to the datasets.
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Table 9. Comparing evaluation of Leopard (BERT embedding + ML classifiers) against PATCH-SIM.

Approach Accuracy Precision Recall F1-measure AUC

PATCH-SIM 38.8 24.7 78.9 37.7 0.528
L
e
o
pa
r
d BERT + Random forest 41.3 25.5 78.3 38.4 0.594

BERT + XGBoost 42.7 26.2 79.6 39.4 0.614

BERT + DNN 40.0 26.1 85.5 40.0 0.546

Leopard(BERT + XGBoost) PATCH-SIM

24 97 23 124 32 100

# identified correct patches # identified incorrect patches

Fig. 10. Comparison on the number of (in)patches correctly identified by Leopard (with the BERT embeddings + the
XGBoost learner) against PATCH-SIM.

results underperform the three ML classiiers of Leopard. It indicates the many incorrect patches are wrongly
identiied as correct by PATCH-SIM. Figure 10 further gives an example on comparing the BERT embedding +
the XGBoost classiier of Leopard and PATCH-SIM in terms of the number of (in) patches correctly identiied by
them. XGBoost classiier of Leopard can recall more correct and incorrect patches than the PATCH-SIM, and the
24 correct patches and 124 incorrect patches are exclusively correctly predicted by it.
Time cost.Note that we have recorded that, on average, PATCH-SIM takes ∼17.5 minutes to predict the correctness
of each patch. In contrast, each of the ML classiiers of Leopard takes less than 1 minute for prediction. However,
note that the training of Leopard requires the input of the learned embeddings of patches generated by pre-
trained models (e.g. BERT). Such models, which are available on-the-shelf, have been trained using hundreds of
TPUs that were run for several hours on a large corpus.

✍ RQ-3.2 ▶ ML predictors of Leopard trained on learned embeddings can be complementary to the state-
of-the-art PATCH-SIM. They can also outperform PATCH-SIM in iltering out more patches generated by APR
tools.

Experimental Design for RQ-3.3: As reported by Ye et al. [71] in a recent study, post-processing APR-
generated patches through engineered features achieves promising results. Therefore, in this study, we also use
some of the engineered features (Prophet features and repair pattern) in[71] to predict correct patches on a larger
dataset: overall, our study is based on 2,147 patches while Ye et al. applied only 713 patches. Results in this study
are given based on 10-group cross validation.

Results for RQ-3.3: Table 10 presents the results of predicting patch correctness with the engineered features.
The naive bayes learning algorithm achieves a unusual performance compared to the other ive learners. It yields
the highest precision, but leads to a much lower recall than others. This suggests that a very small number of
correct patches can be recalled via using this learner. The Random Forest and XGBoost learners achieve similarly
high performance (e.g., F1-measure at 74.7%/74.1% and AUC at 76.9%/77.6%), and are followed by the DNN learner.
Overall, the performance reached with engineered features is generally comparable (in terms of global metrics)
to that yielded by Leopard using learned embeddings, except when using the Naive Bayes and Decision Trees
learning algorithm.
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Table 10. Evaluation of engineered feature on six ML classifiers.

Learner Accuracy Precision Recall F1-measure AUC

DecisionTree 66.6 68.6 73.9 71.1 0.666

Logistic regression 70.0 72.7 74.1 73.4 0.773

Naive bayes 49.6 74.6 14.7 24.5 0.689

Random forest 70.7 72.1 77.5 74.7 0.769

XGBoost 70.5 72.6 79.9 74.1 0.776

DNN 69.8 72.1 74.8 73.4 0.777

BERT embeddings Engineered feature

166 775 132 180 432 174

# identified correct patches # identified incorrect patches

Fig. 11. Comparison on the number of (in)patches correctly identified by the XGBoost classifier with the BERT embeddings
and the engineered features.

Figure 11 further illustrates the diferences between the XGBoost classiier with the BERT embeddings and
the engineered features in terms of the number of identiied (in)correct patches. More (in)correct patches can
be correctly identiied by the XGBoost classiier with both two scenarios. Nevertheless, there still is a big
complementary space of identifying the patch correctness for the two scenarios.

✍ RQ-3.3 ▶ The ML classiiers fed with the engineered features (from static code) can achieve comparable
performance to learned embeddings based classiiers in identifying patch correctness. There is nevertheless the
possibility to improve the prediction performance in both cases since their correct predictions are not perfectly
overlapping: learned embeddings lead to the identiication of correct/incorrect patches that are not recalled with
engineered features and vice versa. ◀

4.4 [RQ-4: Combining Learned Embeddings and Engineered Features for more Accurate
Classification of Correct Patches]

Objective: Following up on the insights from the previous research question, which compared engineered
features against learned embeddings, we investigate the potential of leveraging both feature sets to improve the
classiication of correct patches.

Experimental Design: Leveraging diferent feature sets can be achieved in several ways, e.g., by concatenating
feature vectors or by performing ensemble learning. In this study, we investigate three diferent methods which
are implemented in the upgraded version of Leopard, Panther (Predict pAtch correctNess wiTH the learned
Embbeddings and engineeRed features), as illustrated in Figure 12:

(1) Ensemble learning.We rely on the six learning algorithms (cf. Tables 8 and 10) to predict the correctness
of patches based either on the learned embeddings or on the engineered features. Eventually, to combine
both, we simply compute the average prediction probability provided by a pair of classiiers (one trained
with learned embeddings and the other with engineered features), and use this probability to decide on
patch correctness.
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Fig. 12. Combination options of features for patch classification in Panther.

(2) Naïve Vector Concatenation. In the second method, we ignore the fact that learned embeddings vectors and
engineered feature vectors are not from the same space and propose to Naïvely concatenate them into
a single representation. Our intuition, indeed, is that both representations capture diferent features of
patches and can therefore ofer, together, a better representation. The yielded concatenated vectors are
then used to train the classiiers (with the usual learning algorithms).

(3) Deep Combination. In the last method, we consider that learned embeddings and engineered features are from
diferent spaces. Therefore, we must learn their diferent weights as well as the common representations
for them before concatenation. We resort thus to deep neural networks to attempt a deep combination of
feature sets before classiication.

In this RQ, given the performance of BERT in previous experiments (cf. Table 8), we focus on the BERT embedding
model to learn the learned embeddings of patches. Similarly, we only consider Random forest and XGBoost as
the best learners to be applied (cf. Table 8 and Table 10). The Deep Combination method is based on the work of
Cheng et al. [6] who proposed a deep learning fusion structure which combined layers that were specialized to
explore memorization and generalization of features. Following up this idea of fusion, we design a Double-DNN-
fusion structure where learned embeddings are considered useful for generalization and engineered features are
considered for memorization. Eventually, we conduct 10-group cross validation for the experimental assessment.
Results: Table 11 presents the performance comparison for correctness identiication when using combined

features vs using single feature sets. The comparison is done in terms of three main metrics: +Recall (to what
extent correct patches can be identiied), -Recall (to what extent incorrect patches can be iltered out), and
AUC (area under the ROC curve, i.e. comprehensive performance of the predictor). Overall, the performance of
classifying correct patches is improved after using each of the three combination strategies (except the -Recall of
the random forest classiier with the Naïve Vector Concatenation) for the learned (BERT) and engineered (ODS)
feature. With respect to +Recall (i.e., recalling the correct patches), the Random forest and XGBoost based
classiier with Ensemble Learning achieve the highest value at 83.7%, improving by 1 to 6 percentage points
the performance with single feature sets. With respect to -Recall (i.e., iltering out the incorrect patches), the
best classiier is DNN-based with the Deep Combination of features: it achieves the highest recall in correctly
excluding 69.6% of the incorrect patches. With respect to AUC, the XGBoost-based classiier with the Ensemble
Learning present the best performance at 82.2%, improving by 2 to 5 percentage points the performance with
single feature sets. To sum up, combining the BERT embeddings of patches with their ODS features does improve
the performance of identifying patch correctness. Note that the results show that, in general, Ensemble Learning
applied to independently trained classiiers yields the highest performance gains. The McNemar’s statistical
hypothesis test [10] further conirms that the gains are statistically signiicant for the Ensemble Learning and Deep
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Table 11. Comparing results of classifying correct patches with combined feature against the single feature.

Tool Feature Accuracy Precision +Recall -Recall F1-measure AUC

Random Forest

Leopard
BERT embeddings 0.694 0.683 0.779 0.624 0.755 0.793
Engineered feature 0.707 0.721 0.775 0.620 0.747 0.769

Panther
Ensemble Learning 0.745 0.740 0.837 0.629 0.786 0.818

Naïve Vector Concatenation 0.708 0.693 0.786 0.629 0.766 0.799

XGBoost

Leopard
BERT embeddings 0.718 0.716 0.821 0.588 0.765 0.803
Engineered feature 0.705 0.726 0.799 0.596 0.741 0.776

Panther
Ensemble Learning 0.757 0.754 0.837 0.655 0.794 0.822

Naïve Vector Concatenation 0.730 0.725 0.833 0.600 0.775 0.811

DNN

Leopard
BERT embeddings 0.703 0.744 0.713 0.690 0.728 0.767
Engineered feature 0.698 0.721 0.748 0.634 0.734 0.777

Panther Deep Combination 0.730 0.760 0.757 0.696 0.758 0.798

Combination while it is not the case for the Naïve Vector Concatenation. This suggest that the features (learned and
engineered) are from diferent spaces and are best exploited when applied standalone to model patch correctness,
and can complement each other in terms of prediction.

Figure 13 further highlights the number of (in)correct patches identiied based on BERT embeddings, engineered
features and the combined features, respectively. Since the łRandom forestž learner presents a similar performance
with łXGBoostž, Figure 13 focuses on the latter.

From a qualitative point of view, with the Ensemble Learning, more (in)correct patches can be identiied
than each single feature set (i.e., BERT embeddings or engineered features). However, this combination does not
help to identifying patches that were not identiied using at least one feature set. In contrast, with Naïve Vector
Concatenation and the Deep Combination, which combine features before classiication, we can identify some
(in)correct patches that could not be identiied using either feature set alone.

From a quantitative point of view, the Naïve Vector Concatenation helps to identify slightly more correct
patches (among those that could not be identiied by each feature set alone) than the Deep Combination. As for
new identiied incorrect patches, they achieve the same metrics. Nevertheless, overall, the Ensemble Learning
method helps to identify more correct patches while the Deep Combination helps to identify more incorrect
patches.

✍ RQ-4 ▶ Leveraging learned embeddings (BERT) and engineered features (ODS) contributes to improve the
performance in predicting patch correctness for APR tools. Merging independently trained classiiers achieves
higher performance compared to each separate classiier, but does not lead to the identiication of correct/incorrect
patches that could not be identiied by at least one of the classiier. In contrast, feature combination (i.e., Naïve
Vector Concatenation and Deep Combination) before classiication training appears to provide more information to
discriminate some patches that were not correctly classiied based on their learned embeddings or their engineered
features alone. ◀
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Fig. 13. Comparison on the number of patches identified with the combined feature vs. the simple feature.

4.5 [RQ-5: Explanation of Improvements of Combination]

Objective: The experimental results for previous RQs show that ML classiiers built based on learned embed-
dings, or on engineered features, or on both, yield promising performance in predicting patch correctness. The
fact remains, however, that the classiier is a black box model for practitioners. In particular, when leveraging
combined feature sets, it may be helpful to investigate the impact of diferent features on the identiication of
patch correctness. To that end, we propose to build on Explainable ML techniques to explore how the models
are built. In this work, we focus on Shapley Values, which compute the contributions of each feature in a given
prediction. Shapley values originate from the ield of game theory and have been implemented in the SHAP
framework [40], which is widely used in the AI community.

Experimental Design: Our experiments are focused on the classiier yielded with the Naïve Vector Concate-
nation method since it managed to recall more correct patches through combining learned embeddings and
engineered features (cf. RQ-3.3 in Section 4.3). We consider the case where the classiier is trained with the
XGBoost learning algorithm. Using SHAP values as metric of feature importance, we investigate the top most
important features that contribute to the combined model predictions. We further compare those important fea-
tures against the features that are most contributing when the classiier is trained only with learned embeddings
or only with engineered features. Finally, we present three speciic patches that identiied by diferent feature
sets to observe the contribution of the features to prediction.
Results: Figure 14 illustrates the top-10 most contributing features: a feature named B-i refers to the i�ℎ

feature learned with BERT. Others (e.g., ���������� and ��������) refer to engineered features. The appearance
of features from learned and engineered feature sets among the most contributing features suggests that both
types of features are not only relevant but are also exploited in the yielded classiier.
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Fig. 14. Top-10 Contributing Features (based on SHAP values) for the Classifier built by combining learned embeddings
and engineered features.

Reading a SHAP explanation graph: In a given SHAP graph, each row is a distribution values for a given feature
(Y-axis), where each data point is associated to one sample input data (i.e., a patch in our case). The color indicates
the feature value, which is normalized: the more red, the higher the value. The X-axis represents the SHAP values,
which indicate to what extent a given feature impacted the model output for a given patch. For example, most
patches with high value (red) for feature singleLine are located on the left (negative SHAP value), which suggests
negative impact of singleLine on correctness prediction. It should be noted that, eventually, it is the contributions
of diferent features that will be merged to yield the inal prediction for each sample.
In Figure 14, we note that singleLine and codeMove are the top contributing engineered features among the

combined feature sets. As we see from the igure, their red (high value) points and blue (low value) points are
clearly separated to two sides, which demonstrates their values have obvious positive or negative efects on
the model output. In Figure 15, when leveraging only engineered features, singleLine and codeMove also have
signiicant contributions and are appearing in the 1st and 4th positions among the top contributing features. This
indicates that the engineered features must be high-contributors to the decision (e.g., in terms of information
gain) as shown in Figure 15, in order to obtain an eicient combination with learned features. Therefore, in
practice we suggest that the research community should focus more on devising few but efective engineered
features instead of massive but ineicient features to improve the performance of models.

Overall, the SHAP explanations suggest that engineered features have an important efect on model prediction
(because they appear among the top contributing features) but are complementary to the learned feature set.
Indeed, the combination with Naive Vector Concatenation enables classiiers to identify correct patches that
could not be identiied when each feature set was used without the other. Therefore, we conclude that it is the
interaction among the features that yields such a performance improvement. We propose to further investigate
the interaction among pairs of features (one from the engineered features set and the other from the learned
features set).
Figure 16 illustrates the interactions information provided by SHAP among singleLine, codeMove and B-1530.

As it can be seen, in Figure 16(a), when the feature value of singleLine is 0, higher (redder) feature values of
B-1530 will lead to a more negative SHAP value for singleLine (i.e., it has negative impact on patch correctness
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Fig. 15. Top-10 contributing features (based on SHAP values) for the Classifier built only by the engineered features.

prediction). In contrast, when the feature value of singleLine is 1, the same higher feature values of B-1530 will
tend to draw a positive SHAP value (i.e., positive impact). This example illustrates how learned and engineered
features can interact to balance their contributions for the inal predictions based on their respective feature
values. Figure 16(b) and Figure 16(d) exhibit efective interaction while Figure 16(c) cannot because not enough of
the test data are reaching both the two feature nodes in the tree-based boosting classiier. In the same direction,
we cannot present the SHAP interaction between singleLine and codeMove. Overall, Figure 16 provides evidence
for the impact of the interaction between learned and engineered features on the model prediction. In contrast,
merging classiiers through Ensemble Learning does not allow for features interaction and thus fails to identify
patches that were not identiied using one feature set. This motivates model trainers to combine diferent types of
features through tree-based classiiers or deep neural networks to obtain eicient deep information for identifying
previously-unidentiied correct patches.
Finally, Figure 17 presents the SHAP analyses of three patches that are exclusively identiied by classiiers

built based either on learned feature set (a), or on engineered feature set (b), or on combined feature set (c). We
note that contributions of each learned feature is small and it is the sum of contributions that lead to a prediction.
In contrast, contributions of engineered features are signiicantly larger for several features. When the sets
are combined, engineered features are contributing in the top, their contributions are impactful, while learned
features still contribute, each, to a lesser extent. Overall, few engineered features make most of the contributions
for good prediction which unsurprisingly imply that the quality and relevance of engineered features are more
important than the number of features.

✍ RQ-5 ▶ Thanks to SHAP explanations, we were able to conirm that combining engineered and learned feature
sets creates interactions that impact the prediction of classiiers, leading to improved precision and recall in
correctness prediction. ◀

5 DISCUSSIONS

We enumerate a few insights from our experiments with representation learning models and discuss some threats
to validity.
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(a) Interaction between singleLine and B-1530. (b) Interaction between singleLine and B-2026.

(c) Interaction between codeMove and B-1530. (d) Interaction between codeMove and B-2026.

Fig. 16. Feature Interaction.

5.1 Insights from the Experimental Setup

Code-oriented embedding models may not yield the best embeddings for training patch correctness classiiers. Our
experiments have revealed that the BERT model, which was pre-trained onWikipedia, is yielding the best recall in
the identiication of incorrect patches. There are several possible reasons for this situation: BERT implements the
deepest neural network and builds on the largest training data. Its performance suggests to researchers that code-
oriented embedding models should be trained on large code datasets or ine-tuned on speciic target tasks in order
to become competitive against BERT. While we were completing the experiments, a pre-trained CodeBERT [13]
model has been released. In future work, we will investigate its relevance for producing embeddings that may
yield higher performance in patch correctness prediction. In any case, we note that CC2Vec provided the best
embeddings for yielding the best recall in identifying correct patches (using similarity thresholds). This inding
suggests we use the embedding model built for code changes (e.g., CC2Vec) for the objective of having a high
recall in identifying correct patches.
The small sizes of the code fragments lead to similar embeddings. Figure 18 illustrates the diferent cosine

similarity scores that can be obtained for the BERT embeddings of diferent pairs of short sentences. Although the
sentences are semantically (dis)similar, the cosine similarity scores are quite close. This explains why recalling
correct patches based on a similarity threshold was a failed attempt (∼ 5% for APR-generated patches for
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(a) Patch for Closure-57.

(b) Patch for Math-85.

(c) Patch for Math-56.

Fig. 17. SHAP Analysis on Patches.

Defects4J+Bears+Bugs.jar bugs). Nevertheless, experimental results demonstrated that deep learned features are
relevant for learning to discriminate. Considering the diferent sizes of code fragments contained in each patch
may afect the similarity computation, we suggest that researchers control the size of the code fragments of the
patch when investigating the hypothesis in RQ-2 for patch correctness.

"our",	"grandpa",	"has",	"a",
"very",	"handsome",	"look"

"computer",	"science",
"is",	"difficult"

"his",	"spouse",	"is",
"lovely"

0.919 0.914 0.869

Fig. 18. Close cosine similarity scores with small-sized inputs for BERT embedding model.

Refutation of literature assumption that łpatches with fewer changes are more likely to be correctž. In RQ-2, we
leveraged similarity between buggy code and patched code to ilter out incorrect patches. The hypothesis is the
more similar they are, the more likely to be correct the patch is. The best performance appears in QuixBugs that
only contain bug on one single line. However, regarding Bears, Bugs.jar and Defects4j, while a large number of
incorrect patches are iltered out (cf. -Recall in Table 6), correct patches are recalled in low numbers (cf. +Recall
in Table 6). Or, -Recall is low while keeping high +Recall. In the RQ-5, we use ground-truth labeled developer’s
patches and generated patches with balanced numbers for Defects4j to avoid bias. We use SHAP to interpret the
impact of feature and ind the most important feature is łsingleLinež. The feature analysis implies that patch with
one single line (fewer change) is more likely to be incorrect, which is against the hypothesis. This demonstrates
correct code normally require more than one-line change.
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5.2 Threats to Validity

Our empirical study carries a number of threats to validity that we have tried to mitigate.
Threats to External Validity. There are a variety of representation learning models in the literature. A threat

to validity of our study is that we may have a selection bias by considering only four embedding models. We
have mitigated this threat by considering representative models in diferent scenarios (pre-trained vs retrained,
code change speciic vs natural language oriented).
Another threat to validity is related to the use of Defects4J data in evaluating the ML classiiers. This choice

however was dictated by the data available and the aim to compare against related work.
Threats to Internal Validity. A major threat to internal validity lies in the manual assessment heuristics that

we applied to the RepairThemAll-generated dataset. We may have misclassiied some patches due to mistakes or
conservatism. This threat however holds for all APR work that relies on manual assessment. We mitigate this
threat by following clear and reproducible decision criteria, and by further releasing our labelled datasets for
the community to review8. Besides, we supplement the dataset with developer patches to mainly relieve the
imbalance problem of the dataset. This may make the sample distribution of our experiment diferent from the
real APR patches world. This threat however also holds for some current works [66, 71] that focus on patch
correctness validation.
Threats to Construct Validity. For our experiment, the considered embedding models are not perfect and

they may have been under-trained for the prediction task that we envisioned. For this reason, the results that
we have reported are likely an under-estimation of the capability of representation learning models to capture
discriminative features for the prediction of patch correctness. Our future studies on representation learning will
address this threat by considering diferent re-training experiments.

6 RELATED WORK

Analyzing Patch Correctness: To assess the performance of ixing bugs of repair tools and approaches,
checking the correctness of patches is key, but not trivial. However, this task was largely ignored or unconcerned
in the community until the analysis study of patch correctness conducted by Qi et al. [51]. Thanks to their
systematic analysis of the patches reported by three generate-and-validate program repair systems (i.e., GenProg,
RSRepair and AE), they shown that the overwhelming majority of the generated patches are not correct but just
overit the test inputs in the test suites of buggy programs. In another study, Smith et al. [54] uncover that patches
generated with lower coverage test suites overit more. Actually, these overitting patches often simply break
under-tested functionalities, and some of them even make the łpatchedž program worse than the un-patched
program. Since then, the overitting issue has been widely studied in the literature. For example, Le et al. [25]
revisit the overitting problem in semantics-based APR systems. In [24], they further assess the reliability of
authors and automated annotations in assessing patch correctness. They recommend to make publicly available
to the community the patch correctness evaluations of the authors. Yang [69] explore the diference between
the runtime behavior of programs patched with developer’s patches and those by APR-generated plausible
patches. They unveil that the majority of the APR-generated plausible patches lead to diferent runtime behaviors
compared to correct patches.

Predicting Patch Correctness: To predict the correctness of patches, one of the irst explored research
directions relied on the idea of augmenting test inputs, i.e., more tests need to be proposed. Yang et al. [70] design
a framework to detect overitting patches. This framework leverages fuzz strategies on existing test cases in
order to automatically generate new test inputs. In addition, it leverages additional oracles (i.e., memory-safety
oracles) to improve the validation of APR-generated patches. In a contemporary study, Xin and Reiss [65] also

8see: https://github.com/HaoyeTianCoder/Panther
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explored to generate new test inputs, with the syntactic diferences between the buggy code and its patched code,
for validating the correctness of APR-generated patches. As complemented by Xiong et al. [66], they proposed
to assess the patch correctness of APR systems by leveraging the automated generation of new test cases and
measuring behavior similarity of the failing tests on buggy and patched programs.
Through an empirical investigation, Yu et al. [75] summarized two common overitting issues: incomplete

ixing and regression introduction. To assist alleviating the overitting issue for synthesis-based APR systems,
they further proposed UnsatGuided that relies on additional generated test cases to strengthen patch synthesis,
and thus reduce the generation of incorrect overitting patches.
The success of predicting patch correctness using an augmented set of test cases, as it is done in prior work,

depends on the quality of the tests. In practice, however, tests with high coverage are often unavailable [71]. To
overcome this limitation, our approach does not rely on new test cases, but instead leverages learning techniques
to build representation vectors for buggy and patched code of APR-generated patches. Patch correctness prediction
is therefore conducted without the constraints in the availability of test cases.

To predict overitting patches yielded by APR tools, Ye et al. [71] propose ODS, an overitting detection system.
ODS irst statically extracts 4,199 code features at the AST level from the buggy code and generated patch code
of APR-generated patches. Those features are fed into three machine learning algorithms (logistic regression,
KNN, and random forest) to learn an ensemble probabilistic model for classifying and ranking potentially
overitting patches. To evaluate the performance of ODS, the authors considered 19,253 training samples and 713
testing samples from the Durieux et al. empirical study [11]. With these settings, ODS is capable of detecting
57% of overitting patches. The ODS approach relates to our study since both leverage machine learning and
static features. However, ODS only relies on manually identiied features which may not generalize to other
programming languages or even other datasets.

In a recent work, Csuvik et al. [8] exploit the textual and structural similarity between the buggy code and the
APR-patched code with two representation learning models (BERT [9] and Doc2Vec [23]) by considering three
patch code representation (i.e., source code, abstract syntax tree and identiiers). Their results show that the source
code representation is likely to be more efective in correct patch identiication than the other two representations,
and the similarity-based patch validation can ilter out incorrect patches for APR tools. However, to assess the
performance of the approach, only 64 patches from QuixBugs [72] have been considered (including 14 in-the-lab
bugs). This low number of considered patches raises questions about the generalization of the approach for ixing
bugs in the wild. Moreover, unlike our study, new representation learning models (code2vec [2] and CC2Vec [15])
dedicated to code representation have not been exploited. In our work, we irst improve the evaluation of the
approaches in the real-world by designing a 10-group cross validation on a large labeled deduplicated dataset of
2,147 patches. Then, we propose an extension of our previous works on predicting patch correctness by combining
engineered features [71] and representation learning [57] (BERT, Doc2Vec, CC2Vec) together and assessing the
efectiveness of each and their combination as well as the improvement of the combination. Our study aims
to show how the combinations can be carried out to ensure that patches that could not be identiied by either
set of features are not identiiable by the combined set. More recently, Yan et al. [68] proposed to predict the
patch correctness of ixing C program bugs through the transfer learning of execution semantics. Tian et al. [58]
explored the relationship between the bug descriptions carried by bug reports and code changes to identify the
correctness of patches for the given Java program bugs.

Representation Learning for Program Repair Tasks: In the literature, representation learning techniques
have been widely explored to boost program repair tasks. Long and Rinard explored the topic of learning correct
code for patch generation [39]. Their approach learns code transformation for three kinds of bugs from their
related human-written patches. After mining the most recent 100 bug-ixing commits from each of the 500 most
popular Java projects, Soto and Le Goues [55] have built a probabilistic model to predict bug ixes for program
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repair. To identify stable Linux patches, Hoang et al. [16] proposed a hierarchical deep learning-based method
with features extracted from both commit messages and commit code. Liu et al. [31] and Bader et al. [3] proposed
to learn recurring ix patterns from human-written patches and suggest ixes. Our paper does not propose a
new automated patch generation approach. Instead, we ill a gap in the literature by proposing a comprehensive
assessment of the efectiveness of diferent representation learning models on predicting the correctness of
patches generated by program repair tools.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the feasibility of statically predicting patch correctness by leveraging representation
learning models and supervised learning algorithms. The objective is to provide insights for the APR research
community towards improving the quality of repair candidates generated by APR tools. To that end, we, irst
investigated the use of diferent distributed representation learning to capture the similarity/dissimilarity between
buggy and patched code fragments. These experiments gave similarity scores that substantially difer for across
embedding models such as BERT, Doc2Vec, code2vec and CC2Vec. Building on these results and in order to guide
the exploitation of code embeddings in program repair pipelines, we investigated in subsequent experiments
the selection of cut-of similarity scores to decide which APR-generated patches are likely incorrect. We then
implemented a patch correctness predicting framework, Leopard, to investigate the discriminative power of
the deep learned features by training machine learning classiiers to predict correct Patches. Decision Trees,
Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, XGBoost, and DNN are tried with code embeddings from BERT,
Doc2Vec and CC2Vec. With BERT embeddings, Leopard (with XGBoost) yielded very promising performance
on patch correctness prediction with metrics like Recall at 82.1% and F-Measure at 76.5%, Leopard (with DNN)
achieved the highest score with the metric Precision at 0.744 on a labeled deduplicated dataset of 2,147 patches.
We further showed that the performance of these models on learned embedding features is promising when
comparing against the state of the art (PATCH-SIM [66]), which uses dynamic execution traces. We further
implemented Panther (an upgraded version of Leopard) to explore the combination of the learning embeddings
and the engineered features to improve the performance on identifying patch correctness with more accurate
classiication. Finally, leveraging SHAP, we analyzed the cause of prediction behind features and classiiers to help
aware the essence of identifying patch correctness. Since our approach is able to swiftly predict patch correctness,
future work should investigate how to incorporate it with APR tools to explore large patch space more eiciently.

Availability. All artifacts of this study are available in the following public repository:

https://github.com/HaoyeTianCoder/Panther
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